
Phillips Brothers Construction
120 Insanity Ln

Vine Grove KY, 40175
Ph: (270) 877-6303

Fax: (270) 877-6305

Hardin County College and Career Center
Sherman Carter Barnhart
04/22/16

Pricing for Erosion and Drainage Repairs per AEI Recommendations dated 11/23/2015

1 Erosion along the southeast ditch adjacent to auxiliary parking lot 19,400.00$    
remove TRM by hand, try to save for re-use
trackhoe to reshape ditch bottom and sides, repair washouts
class 3 channel lining installed in ditch line
trackhoe and trackloader machine placing  new channel lining in ditch
skidsteer shaping and seeding slopes and disturbed area
load and haul away existing silt at ditch bottom
re-install TRM on disturbed slopes
grout channel lining in place
misc seeding at completion in disturbed areas

2 Auxiliary Parking area finger drains per drawing EX-1, dated 4-19-16 29,750.00$    
6" trench drain (HDPE corrugated pipe with sock wrap)
#57 stone fill around drain#57 stone fill around drain
haul spoils from drain off site
sawcutting of asphalt prior to repatching
asphalt patching 
seed and clean up 

3 Erosion along basin 6,300.00$      
trackhoe to reshape ditch bottom and sides
class 3 channel lining installed in ditch line
misc seeding at completion in disturbed areas

4 Auxiliary Parking area finger drains per drawing EX-1, dated 4-19-16 9,500.00$      
6" trench drain (HDPE corrugated pipe with sock wrap)
#57 stone fill around drain
haul spoils from drain off site
sawcutting of asphalt prior to repatching
asphalt patching 
seed and clean up 

Bid Notes………..
**We assume this work can be installed without any existing utility conflicts.  Any issues arising in the field
    with conflicts will not be included in this pricing and will be additional costs.
**We exclude any rock excavation.
**We figured tunneling under the curb and gutter as to lessen the impact and damage repairs.
**No bond or prevailing wages are included in this quote.
**No utility relocations are included in this work.

 **Pricing good for 30 days.


